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Abstract 

The goal of risk management is to manage risk, which involves picking the risks that the business is most at ease with and 

reducing the ones that it does not want. Financial derivatives were helpful in achieving risk management goals. Risks from 

conventional instruments may be effectively unbundled and controlled separately by using derivatives. Derivatives may save 

expenses and boost profits when used properly. Financial derivatives can be used to speculate by taking positions in 

anticipation of market movement or to hedge against undesirable risk. Organizations may now deliberately seek out certain 

risks and bet on the direction of interest-rate or exchange-rate fluctuations using financial derivatives, or they can use 

derivatives to protect themselves against unwelcome risk. Derivatives trading help improve market liquidity, raiseskills and 

knowledge among market players, and are vital ingredient of market reforms such as thetransition to rolling settlement. 

Derivatives trading include Futures contract, Option Contract, 

IndexFutures,IndexOptions,CommodityDerivatives,andSwaps.Whenusingfinancialderivatives,however, organizations 

should be careful to use only those instruments that they understand and that fitbest with their corporate risk management 

philosophy. The main objective of this paper is to study theimportance of derivative in risk management of the business.  

Keywords: Derivatives, forwards, futures,options, swaps. 

 

Introduction 

Various people define risk in terms that have different implications (Adams, 2014). People have different ideas on what the 

term "risk" means. The word "risk" is frequently used to refer to a variety of concepts (Rajic, 2015). According to Johansen 

and Raus (2014), if you asked individuals what they understood by the term risk, you would likely get a variety of answers. 

Risk was defined as an occurrence having unpredictability, severity, and results of an activity that humans value by Aven and 

Renn (2009). Rajic (2015) defined risk as the likelihood that an employee would be hurt. Risk then arises when the outcome 

does not turn out as predicted. There are two types of risk: internal risk and external risk. Internal risks are controllable while 

external risks are not in our control. Risk management refers to the process of understanding, mitigation and sharing of risk. 

Risk management plays a key role in the financial industry and an integral part of it. Markets andrisk management practices 

grow with the progress of business. The growth of the business and marketexpansion pose challenges for managing the risk. 

As a result, financial instruments evolved to managethe risks which are known as financial derivatives. Rao (2012) stated 

that derivatives are contracts wheretheyieldsofcontractsdependupononunderlyingvalue.Theunderlying 

canbeaninterestrate,commodity or currency. Emira Kozarevic et al. (2014) defined the derivatives as securities whose 

valuesdepend upon the underlying assets. The assets can be a commodity, bond, foreign exchange rate, stockand weather 

disaseters (Hanic, 2014). Malleswari (2013) stated that there are different forms of contractbutmost 

commonformsincludefutures, forwards, options andswaps. 

Financialderivativeisatoolusedbythecompaniestomanagetherisk.Insimpleword,itisused to hedge the risk which is being faced 

by the company. There are two importantfunctions whichare played by the financial derivatives namely hedging and 

speculation. Hedge   instruments are usedwith an attempt to reduce the risk level attached with the underlying transactions 

(Hausin et al., 2008).Hedgers protect their assets or liabilities from the adverse change by entering into derivative 

contract.Speculation presumes the financial risk with the prediction of gain from market fluctuations (Dunbar,2016). Hedging 

and speculation are thetwo sides of same coin (Chui, 2012). Therefore, financialderivative play key role for managing risk. 

The efficient use of financial derivatives reduces risk levelandincreases rateofreturn. Thus,it isimprovingthefinancial 

healthofbusinessand climate. 

It has been noted that almost all firms either operating domestically or globally, they face somekind of risks. The risks facing 

by firms might be interest rate, foreign exchange, commodity, credit,liquidity, operational and market risk etc. The risk could 

be controllable or beyond the limits of firms.Similarly, it could be managed internally or through some external channel. 
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Whether the firms developits own risk management procedures or outsource this activity. The main concern of the firm is 

tomanage the risks in such a way that foster its operating activities and increase its return. Therefore, itdeem necessary to 

introduce such instruments in market that help to achieve the desired objectives. As aresult, financial instruments are 

introduced that help the firm to manage their risks in such a way thatreduce its costs and maximize the return. It has been 

witnessed that usage of derivatives instrumentsincreased in order to manage the risk domestically and globally. Financial 

derivatives are categorizedintotwo formsover thecounterandexchangetradedderivatives (EmiraKozarevicetal. (2014). 

Paul Embrechts et al. (2006) defined the market risk as the risk that will change the investmentvalue resulting from the 

movement of market risk factors. Market risk is a risk which is faced by 

theCommercialbanks,investmentbanks,financialinstitutions,insurancecompanies,non-financialinstitutions and all the other 

firms which are operating domestically and globally. Firms concern are tomanage the market risk at such level that it increases 

the firm values and save its costs. Market risk canbe categorized into equity risk, interest rate risk, commodity risk and 

exchange rate risk. However,market risk can be easily differentiated from other types of risk especially from operational risk 

andcreditrisk.Theimportanceofmarketriskcannotbeignoredduetoincreaseinthenumberof transactionsacrosscountryborders. 

The existence of market imperfection, financial distress situation, agency problems, andtaxesare costly for a firm which lead 

a firm to hedge their risk that increase the firm value (Muller andVerschoor, 2005). Financial distress situation occur when a 

firm unable to pay its financial obligations.But, using the derivative instruments reduces its costs. Thus, firm with lowliquidity 

and high leverageposition can get the incentives through financial derivatives by hedging its risky activities. 

Agencyproblemarisesduetotheconflictbetweenmanagerandshareholderswhichleadtowardsunderinvestment problem. The 

issue can be resolved with the help of hedging which redistribute thecash. Similarly, firms having convex tax liabilities have 

an incentive for using the financial derivatives.Because, under convex functions, profitability of firm is close to zero. So, it 

is in the interest of firm touse hedging activities to mitigate its risks. The paper will primarily deal with the market risk and 

willattempt to answer the questions thatwhat is market risk? How to measure the market risk? What are themethodsto 

measurethemarket risk and howtomanageit? 

 

LiteratureReview 

Theroleoffinancialderivativesinriskmanagementhasbeenextensivelystudiedbyresearchers. Chaudhury (2016) conducted a 

study on market risk and conservative VaR form withtheaimtofindoutitsreason.Itisarguedinthestudy 

thatstressVaRwhichisaddedintheBaselII is overly conservative. The evidence is obtained by comparing the extended value at 

risk, preVaR and new VaR. Trenca et al. (2015) conducted the study on market risk assessment from theperspective of 

financial crisis. They stated that managers require the information in advance aboutthe market volatility and its impact on 

portfolio losses. VaR has been used as statistical tool formeasuring the market risk as recommended by 

BaselCommitteeforproviding the requiredcapital in order to cover the risk. Koksal and Orhan (2012) investigated the study 

on emergingeconomies and market about market risk analysis by using the VaR approach. The performance ofthe VaR 

method has been examined as a tool of market risk measurement. The results reveled 

thatperformanceofVaRislesspronouncedindevelopedeconomiesrelativetoemergingeconomies.Itisrecommendedbyauthortous

etheVaRmethodaswellasothermethodologyformeasuringthemarketrisk forcorrectrisk management. 

Uylangco and Li (2015) examined a study on the evaluation of value at risk model and itseffectiveness by taking the evidence 

of Australian banks. The study focused to determinewhetherthe selection of parameters and methodology help the banks 

during crisis for holding an adequatecapital. Although, large criticisms had been made on the VaR over downside risk but 

historicalmodel and one year parameter of VaR give the better estimation as compare to the long term. Thefindingrevealed 

thehighviolationofVaRestimation underthesimulation ofMonteCarlo. 

SimoneVarotto(2011)investigatedthenewcapitalcriteriaanditsimpactontradingportfolio as directed by the Basel III 

committee. Stressed VaR and pre crisis VaR have been usedin order to estimate the requirements of capital for the portfolio 

of corporate bonds as traded. Theresults are obtained by estimating the VaR under the condition of stress during the period 

of crisisanditrevealedthatmarketriskisassociatedwiththeportfolioofcorporatebond.Inastudyof Acharya and Richardson 

(2009), expected short fall and VaR have been recommended for thedivision of aggregate loses associated with different 

components. These approaches will be usefuland provide the estimation of marginal expected shortfall of banks under 

collective shocks and itscontribution in aggregaterisk. Alexander and Sheedy (2008) formulated amethodology in orderto 

investigate the market risk under stress conditions which contain both the fat tails and 

volatility.Theincreaseintherelevancestatisticsandtargetprobabilitycanbeobtainedwiththehelpofthesetests. 

LiandMarnic(2014)examinedtheuseoffinancialderivativesofUSbankholdingcompanies. They find that systematic exposure of 

Bank holding companies is significantly andpositively associated with the usage of financial derivatives. There is an increase 
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in the systematicof credit, exchange rate and interest rate risk due to greater usage of credit, exchange rate 

andinterestratederivatives.Moreover,thereispersistencepositiveasssocationbetweenthederivativesforhedgingandtradingwithri

sks.Vuillemey(2015)investigatedthathowthecommercial bank manage the interest rate risk through derivatives. He stated that 

derivatives areused as a substitute in risk management in order to ensure the financial stability. He also reportedthat 

derivatives users enjoy the lending opportunities and hold the better position in good time. Inaddition to this, all the banks do 

not take the derivative position despite the appealing features ofderivativecontracts. 

Emira Kozarevic et al. (2014) conducted a study on derivatives usage for risk management inemerging economies by taking 

the evidence of non-financial firms of Herzegovina and Bosnia. Theyshowed that banks play an importantrole in the Over 

thecounter marketby offering the various kindsof derivative instruments. They explicit stated that there is low demand for the 

use of derivatives due tothe lack of knowledge about derivatives benefits and less business opeations in global markets. 

Gibson(2007) analyzed the relationshipbetween creditderivatives and risk managementfrom the perspectiveof commerical 

banks, investment banks and investors. He described that market users use the creditderivative as an important instrument for 

risk management. The risk on the offered loans is managedthrough credit derivatives by the commerical banks. The 

investment banks manage the underwrittingsecurities risk with the help of credit derivatives. Similarly, the risk of credit 

exposure is alignedwiththe credit risk profile thorugh the use of credit derivatives by investors. He also reproted the 

challengesofmodelrisk,counterpartyrisk,ratingagencyriskandsettlementriskbeingposeby thecreditderivativesduringrisk 

management. 

Malleswari (2013) studied the derivatives role in risk management practices. He stated thatchange in the technology and 

growth of the international trade increase the volatility in market. As aresult, demand of derivative instruments increase for 

better risk management. He also reported the threebenefits of derivatives such as risk management, discovery of price and 

improved liquidity position. Hedescribed that why the credit derivatives are viewed negatively. It is not because of the 

instrument butdue to the reason that how they are traded and used in the market. Financial derivatives are used as ahedging 

method that helps the organization to exchange the risk from one group to another group. 

Thedifferentstrategiesareusedbyorganizationinordertomanagethe riskswhichfacein businesslife. 

Rao(2012)examinedthe derivativesanditsrole inriskmanagement.Hefound thatriskmanagement objectivescan befulfilled 

throughthe financial derivatives andrisk raisedfrom thetraditional instruments can be managed independently through 

derivatives. He stated thatderivativescan be used for hedging and speculation in volatile market. He also described that 

derivatives improvethe liquidity position and performed the vital role for market reform. Organizations should be 

carefulwhile selecting appropriate financial derivativefor risk management. Because,financialderivativeshelp to save cost 

and increase return, if used correctly. Chui (2012) investigated the participants andproducts of derivatives markets. He 

found that global financial system and change in it invented thederivatives. He stated that using the financial derivatives 

improve the system and reward the incentivestouserseconomically,ifmanaged properly. 

Masry (2006) conducted the study on the usage of derivatives for UK non-financial firms and itsrisk management practices. 

The study aimed to find out the reasons for using the derivatives as well asnot using it for risk management. The study results 

revealedthat small and medium firms did not usethe derivatives as much as the large firms used. Similarly, derivatives are 

largely used and practiced bypublic companies instead of private companies. The results also indicated that most of firms did 

not usederivatives due to insignificant exposure and its disclosure as required by FASB rules. The studyreported that 

derivatives are widely used to manage the foreign exchange and interest rate risk. He alsofound that cash flows volatility is 

main reason for hedging. Afza and Alam (2011) analyzed the factorsof FX derivatives which affect on the non-financial firms 

decision marking. Logit model and non-parametric tests applied in order to obtain results. They found that fx derivatives are 

used by those firmshaving foreign sales in order to reduce the expsoure of foreign exchange rate. The firms of large sizewith 

fiancial distressed positions and financial constraints are more potential firms to use the foreignexchangerate. 

Sprcic(2007)examinedthederivativesrolesinriskmanagementpracticesbytakingtheevidence from large non-financial firms of 

Slovenian and Croatian. The study concluded the findingsand disclosed that swaps and forwards are essential derivatives in 

Slovenian and Croatian. He alsouncoveredthat future contracts are importantfor the companies ofSlovenian as comparedto 

thecompaniesofCroatian,whileoverthecounteroptionsandexchangetradedinstrumentsarenotessential for both countries in 

order to manage the risk. The comparative study also gave the evidencethat companies of Slovenian use all kinds of 

instruments in order manage their risks than Croatiancompanies. The decision to use derivatives depends upon the company 

size in Slovenian 

companieswhereasCroatiancompaniesmakethedecisionofderivativesusageonthebasisofinvestmentexpendituresto asset ratio. 

Selvi and Turel (2010) conducted the comparative study on turkish banks and non- financialfirms over the usage of derivatives 

for risk management. The study aimed to find out that how non-financial firms and banks listed in Istanbul Stock exchange 

disclosed derivatives information and itsaccounting treatment. The study reported that listed non-financial firms (35%) and 
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deposit banks (85%)use derivatives. The study also revealed that deposit banks widely pratice the swaps to hedge their 

risksandthereafterexercisetheforwardcontracts,while,non-financialcompaniesfollowtheforwardcontracts in order to mitigate 

their risks. Derivatives contracts are mostly made between deposit banks.The results also indicated that 39 percent of deposit 

banks used the futures instruments whereas only 11percent of non- financial companies used it. The study reported that 

desposit banks and non-financialcompanies use the derivatives in order to hedge their foreign exchange and interest rate risk. 

Moreover,despositbanks playvitalroleas specualtorsthannon-financialcompanies. 

Kapitsinas(2008)examinedderivativescontractsusagesofnon-financialfirmsforriskmanagement by taking the evidence from 

Greece. A survey was sent to 110 non-financial firms for thepurpose of collecting data and information about derivatives 

usage. The study results reported thatmostly interest rate is hedge through derivatives contacts and thereafter foreign exchange 

risks by non-financial firms. Moreover, firms didn’t seem to control its risks pertaining to equity. The large size ofnon-

financial firms widely practice derivatives in their routine transactions as compared to small sizenon-

financialfirms.Thefindingindicatedthat33.9percentofnon-financialfirmusedfinancialderivatives to manage their interest rate 

risk. The disclosure of information’s and accounting treatmentswere major concerns for derivative users. The non-financial 

firms followed the risk assessment processwith sophisticated techniques and used the derivatives under documented corporate 

policy. The othernon-financialfirms whichdidnotused derivativesduetoinadequaterisk exposure. 

Fantini (2014) explored the comparative study of financial derivatives usage of non- financialfirms by taking the evidence 

from Italy and United Kingdom. The study focused to find the hedgingdeterminants and its types used for hedging purpose. 

The findings reported thatuse of derivativesplaced high costs which is unaffordable for businesses operating at small scale. 

The fx rate is significantfor UK sample and insignificant for italy due to their trade   within European countries. 

However,interest rate is relevant for both countries. Both countries manage the interest rate risk through financialinstruments. 

The small and medium firms exposed to long term debt which result high exposure ofinterest rate. The high interest rate 

exposure placed high cost of borrowing which could expose thefinancial distress situation. As a result, firms operating at 

large scale move to hedge their risks. Thestudy found that interest rate is significant for both countries. It also reported that 

firm’s size is corevariablewith respect toderivativeadoptionandits incentives. 

 

TheoriesandMethods 

PortfolioTheory 

Before the development of the portfolio theory, investors make the investment decision on thebasis of return and ignore the 

risk factor. But, Markowitz (1952, 1959) originated theportfolio 

theoryforriskmeasurementwhichpostulatesthatinvestorswillmakedecisiononthebasisofexpectedreturn between portfolios. 

Portfolio risk can be measured with the help of standard deviation. Similarly, focuswill be on the individual asset risks (Grant, 

2001). So keeping the other things constant, an investor willchoose portfolio which give maximum return with smallest 

standard deviation and such portfolio iscalledasanefficientportfolio.A 

rationalinvestorwillalwaysfindaportfoliowhichmeetsthatconditions and will choose the efficient portfolio. Some efficient 

portfolios posses more risky elementsthat will give the expected return higher as compare to least risky. Therefore, a risk 

averse investor willchoose a portfolio which give small expected return and small standard deviation. On the other hand, 

aninvestorwith less risk aversenaturewillgoforaportfolio havinghigher expected return. 

CapitalMarketTheory 

The theory developed by Sharpe and Lintner (1964, 1965) and refined by various scholarsuch asBlack and Merton. When the 

discussion of Markowitz theory ends then capital market theory begins.The final output of the theory is Capital Asset Pricing 

Model. The model contains market and individualstocks portfolio and finds out the required rate of return by pricing risky 

assets. The assumptions of thecapital market theory are same of portfolio theory with some additional. However, ignoring 

thoseassumptions might have a minor effect on conclusion. Risk free asset lead the portfolio theory into theintroduction of 

capital market theory. Therefore, risk free asset having zero variance is main factor forthedevelopment ofcapitalmarket 

theory. 

 

ArbitragePricingTheory 

The arbitrage pricing theory was introduced by the Ross in 1976 as an alternative to CAPM. Thetheory has less assumption 

as compare to CAPM and also overcome the weakness of Capital AssetPricing model as well. The arbitrage pricing model 

measures potential assetsability to produce theprofit or loss. The model attempts to relate the expected rate of return with the 

sensitivities factor of theprimitive securities. Therefore, factor model is the core ingredient in APT, whereas multifactor 

modelshave an ability to measure the systematic risk of an asset. It asserts that expected return of an asset haslinear 
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relationship with covariance of random variables. The covariance is a riskthat diversificationdoesnotallowaninvestortoavoid 

it(Hubermanand Wang, 2005). 

 

ExtremeValueTheory 

Avdulaj (2011) stated that the extreme value theory take into the account of those events whichhave high severity and low 

frequency. In simple word, it focuses on the event whose probability foroccurrence is very low but impact could be 

catastrophic. The threshold exceedances and block maximaarethe two mainapproaches formodelingthe extreme valuetheory. 

Traditionally,themanagementofmarketriskwasdependinguponthenominalvaluesofindividual positions. The risk exposure of 

financial instruments and its nominal values were directlyproportional to each other (Resti and Sironi, 2007). The modern 

approach to measure the market risk isValueatRisk(VaR),Expected Shortfalland stresstesting. 

 

ValueatRisk(VaR) 

It attempts to determine the portfolio loss under distress situation. It is anapproachwhich measures the market risk on the 

basis of lossdistribution (Avdulaj, 2011). The VaRdoes not fulfill the purpose if it does not have probability and risk horizon 

specification. Thetime horizon for the loss could be a day, month, quarter or year. The VaR helps to answers thequestion that 

how much the things get bad. The importance of the VaR can be seen as that itbecomes the part of Basel Committee which 

bound the bank to test their VaR model on regularbasis. There are three approaches which are followed in order to calculate 

the VaR named asHistorical,MonteCarloand Analytic. 

 

ExpectedShortfall 

The expected shortfall helps to answer that if things get bad then how much a companyexpect to lose it. It is also known as 

Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR). The expected shortfallhas two parameters confidence level and time horizon which is 

measured in term of days. So, itis closely connected with Value at Risk but express better thatwhat could be happenedinworst 

case. Therefore, it is more natural approach to measure the risk as compare to VaR bygivingthegreatervisibilityovertailloss 

distribution. 

 

StressTesting 

Stress testing is an approach which based on the stimulation technique of computer formeasuring the market risk for certain 

time period under the conditions of abnormal market.Hughes and Macdonald (2002) stated that stress testing gives the 

summarized information offirm’s extremeexposure under possible circumstances. Similarly,Restiand Sironi 

(2007)describedthatstresstestinghelpstomanageandidentifytheexceptionallossesundersimulated 

conditionsbyrevaluatingtheportfolio. 

 

Applications 

Before the development of VaR, risk had been measured with the help of Gap Analysis,Duration Analysis and Scenario 

Analysis (Dowd, 2002). Then, JP Morgan developed the riskmetrics which help for the awareness and establishment of the 

VaR. The VaR set up itself as acore element for the view of financial risk and its management system (Jorion, 2007). The 

VaRapproach is suitable for businesses who are engaged in trading but also useful for the managersof assets and financial 

institutions. Therefore, it is not only applied to the values of balancesheet but also to cash flows. This resultant extension of 

the VaR is known as Cash flowatRisk.Itisusedaspassiveapplication inordertopresentthe risknumbertostakeholders. 

InstitutionsfromallovertheworldtrytolearnandusetheVaRmethodologyasatoolof risk control as well as for measuring the 

overall risk exposure. The traders can 

complementitspositionlimitsthroughthelimitsofVaRwhichishelpfulforriskandleverage.The 

exposureoftheglobalriskcanbemonitoredwiththehelpofVaRbyconsideringthediversification. The evolution of the VaR 

application shifted to defensivenature. Now, theVaR evolved itself at such level that helps to institutions for making decision 

about risk andreturn. Thus, VaR has been evolved as an active risk management tool. With the help of VaR,competitive 

position can be identifiedacross sectors (Jorion, 2007). The allocation of theeconomiccapitalcanbedecidedby 

takingintoaccounttherisklevelofbusiness.Theevolutionof theVaR applicationcan beseen through thebelow diagram. 
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Conclusion 

Risk is an instance when the outcome may differ from what was anticipated. There are two types of risk: internal risk and 

external risk. The term "risk management" describes the procedure for identifying, reducing, and communicating risks. This 

is about anticipating what could happen rather than trying to predict what will happen in the future. As a result, proactive 

management is used instead of reactive management. The financial sector relies heavily on risk management, which is a 

crucial component of it. Markets and risk management techniques expand as business expands. Risk management is made 

more difficult by the expansion of the market and the growth of the company. Financial mechanisms have developed as a 

response to mitigate the risks, which are known as financial derivatives. There are different forms of contract but 

mostcommonforms includefutures,forwards,optionsand swaps. 

Exchange traded derivatives are those which are traded through stock exchange. On theother hand,over thecounter 

derivativesare those financial instruments whose terms andconditions are settled between two parties through negotiation. 

Although, the core purpose ofderivatives are to control the certain level of risks but they are also utilized for the purpose 

ofspeculative activities by taking more risk in order to increase the return. Therefore, whetheractivity is trade base or over 

the counter, firms are in position to mitigate their risk with 

thehelpoffinancialderivatives.So,itisnothardtosaythatfinancialderivativesplayakeyrolein emerging markets. There are various 

approaches to estimate the risk but in this paper, VaRhasbeenused to measuretherisk. 

Financialderivativeisatoolusedbythecompaniestomanagetherisk.Insimpleword,it is used to hedge the risk which is being 

faced by the company. There are two importantfunctionswhichare playedby thefinancialderivativesnamely hedging 

andspeculation.Hedgeinstrumentsareusedwithanattempttoreducetherisklevelattachedwiththeunderlying transactions. 

Hedgers protect their assets or liabilities from the adverse change byentering intoderivative contract. Speculation presumes 

the financial risk with the prediction ofgain from market fluctuations. Therefore, financial derivative play key role for 

managing risk.The efficientuse of financial derivatives reduces risk level and increases rate of return. Thus, 

itisimprovingthefinancialhealth ofbusiness and climate. 
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